
almost to the waistline after it has 1

made the loop of the hair.
Some women wear a strand of

pearls like the chin strap on the little
Tommy Atkins hats which are so
fashionable this winter.--- .One woman
appeared in a New York restaurant
the other night with a long pearl
chain drooping from ear to ear. Any
way seems to be the right way ex-
cept the old way. It is said that only
hopeless old foggies will be seen with
their necklaces worn where they be-

long about their necks.
o o

THE, "LUCKIEST" MARRIAGE IN
THE WORLD

Miss Huntington, who is named to
marry Vincent Astor, "the richest
young man in the world," is called
"the luckiest girl in the world."

It seems to be a case of luck. Vin-
cent is lucky in being heir to about
$90,000,000 and the girl is lucky in
attracting him to the point of mar
riage.

What's the sense in monkeying
with eugenics? Let's have a test of
pure luck! Vincent never worked,
and he says his intended has "prac-
tically spent her life outdoors at ten-

nis, golf or riding." It is grasshop-
per mated with grasshopper, figura-
tively speaking. Let's see if the pro-
geny will be anything save grass-
hoppers.

It is a love match? Sure! And
they'll be luckier than ever before
in their lives if it doesn't turn out
grasshopper The
love that must always dance in the
sunshine, or chirp in the sweet
grasses is tomorrow a dried, empty
shell. The love worth while never
has all the luxuries of life at its call,
but it' loyally bears burdens of

and obligation. The love
that endures denies itself and grows
on mutual struggle, not on complete
satiety. The happiest mates .are
those who have had to build for
themselves. "We earned it!" is the
triumphant exclamation of mutual
bliss. . J
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The fellow who picks a rose off a
bush may enjoy its perfume and
beauty for a time, but the real hap
piness lives with the fellow who
planted, cultivated, irrigated and
fought the bugs and thereby earned
the perfect flower.

The love that knows not mutual
struggle, denial, failure and success,
mutual climbing upward, knows no
ties that bind heart to heart to with-
stand life's tests, but, in a brief sea-
son, is very very apt to become like
the burnt, vacant shell of the grass-
hopper that was so careless and hap-
py in the summer that has passed.

Money and uselessness married to
their like may mean luck. But it is
money luck, luck which, at its tide,
rarely means happiness.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR ABOUT

SWEATSHOP OFFICES
Editor Day Book:

One sees in Chicago's greatest
newspaper this morning an adver-
tisement for typists to do three-lin- e

filling in and addressing, inserted by
one of the largest stockyards cor-

porations, the remuneration offered
being $1.50 to $1.75 per thousand.
This is the price given by the worst
kind of "addressing dumps." What
are we coming to?

Few realize what the business
means. A typist who addresses a
thousand in a day is considered slow.
Filling in is much more difficult
work and generally the same rate is
given. But the point I wish to draw
attention to is the amount of labor,
both mental and physical, the oper-
ator accomplishes.

The throwing back of a typewriter
carriage requires an expenditure of
energy of from three pounds up,
varying according to. tension em-
ployed.' So that a simple calculation
will disclose the fact that in address-
ing any quantity the typist does
heavier work than a coal heaver. No
wonder young women, especially, are
soon worn out at this game, and such
work on the terms suggested should


